OSF IS DEDICATED TO HELPING ORPHANS, VICTIMS OF ABUSE, SURVIVORS OF TRAFFICKING, INDIGENOUS CHILDREN AND AT-RISK YOUTH THROUGH TECHNOLOGY BASED EDUCATION AND JOB TRAINING

SERVING OVER 13,000 CHILDREN WITH 60 TECHNOLOGY CENTERS IN 27 COUNTRIES WORLDWIDE

OVER 90% OF OSF GRADUATES ATTAIN POSITIVE OUTCOMES

ONLY 10% OF FUNDING GOES TO ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES:

DOLLARS SPENT PER YEAR PER STUDENT: $120

100% OF GRADUATES HAVE PROFICIENCY IN BASIC COMPUTING SKILLS, INTERNET AND MICROSOFT OFFICE.

OUR GOAL IS TO PROVIDE 100% OF OSF GRADUATES WITH ADVANCED TRAINING AND GUARANTEED JOB PLACEMENT:

- ENGLISH LANGUAGE
- PROGRAMMING
- 3D PRINTING
- LIFE-SKILLS TRAINING
- ARTS TECHNOLOGY
- WEB DESIGN
- ROBOTICS
- JOB TRAINING
- JOB PLACEMENT
- MICRO LOANS

– ORPHANED STARFISH FOUNDATION IN THE NEWS –

SUCCESS STORIES

MARISOL SOTO
- Marisol was in the news at 13 for enduring the worst family abuse ever seen in Chile's history.
- Thrived in OSF Computer Center.
- Marisol is now a mentor for orphans and teaches poetry and writing.
- Today, Marisol is a successful university graduate, fraud analyst, novelist, poet, artist, married and recently gave birth to her first child.

MIKAEL TESFAYE
- Mikael is a graduate from Ethiopian Children’s Fund in Aleltu, Ethiopia.
- Thrived in OSF Computer Center.
- Was the recipient of the first OSF Micro-loan.
- Today, Michael has a successful design, printing and binding company and has started to franchise his business. He is now able to support his family and employs fellow villagers.

TOGETHER, WE CAN BREAK THE CYCLES OF ABUSE AND POVERTY THROUGH TECHNOLOGY BASED EDUCATION

Learn more: osf.org  Contact us: join@osf.org